In this paper I propose a Binding rule for the identification of pronoun and anaphor referents in phrase-structure trees, assuming the general framework of lhe Government-binding theory outlined by Chom,;ky (1981). The Binding rule, specified by means of an attribute grammar, is a particular instantiation of the Free Indexing rule and binding axioms in Chomsky's Binding theory, with certain empirical and practical advantages. The complexities of the Binding rule proposed, as well as that inherent in Chomsky's Binding theory, are studied, and it i~ shown that the new rule is more psychologically plausible and cornputationally efficient than the original theory on wtfich it is based. The fragment of the attribute grammar shown here is part of an English grammar and parser being developed in tile Prolog and PLNLP languages.
Introduction
Binding is a component subtheory of Governmentbinding which applies in the derivation of the logical form of utterances from their surface rcpresentation. The area of semantic interpretation dealt with by the binding theory is that of anaphora.
Binding theory defines only syntactic conditions on anaphora; the reader is referred to /Hobbs, 1978/ for some of the extra-syntactic factors that might be involved. Binding assumes an Indexing rule which applies to an input S-Structure tree and annotates it, assigning to every NP node ha the input tree a referential index, which represents the coreferenee relation ot the NP with other NPs in the input.
In this paper research is continued on the use of attribute grammars to provide a fully explicit and computationally oriented statement of the Governmc.nt-binding (GB) theory /Correa, 1987/. The Binding rule presented here improves over the standard statement of the Binding theory in two respects: From an empirical point of view, the new rule accounts for crossover binding phenomena /Kuno, 1987 / without recourse to reconstruction /Chomsky, 1981/; from a practical point of view, the new rule is more computationally sensible than the generate-and-test approach understood in Chomsky's theory, and hence is a plausible candidate for incorporation in natural-language parsers that account tot anaphora. Previous literature on GB parsing /Wehrli, 1984; Sharp, 1985; Kashket, 1986; Kuhns, 1986; Abney, 1986 /has not addressed the issue of implementation of the Binding theory) The present paper intends in part to fill this gap.
In the development below I will assume that the reader is thmiliar with attribute grammars and the basic concepts and terminology of Governmentbinding, although not necessarily with the Binding theory. The reader is referred to Waite and Goos (1984) for a concise introduction to attribute grammars, and Sells (1985) for the basic assumptions of Government-binding.
Chomsky's Binding Theol T
Binding theory defines the syntactic constraints on coreferenee that exist between the noun phrases in a sentence. In the course ot" doing this, thE themy indirectly determines constraints on the distribution of certain kinds of noun phrases. In this section we review the standard formulation of the Binding theory; tile reader already familiar with it may proceed to the next section.
The ret~rential possibilities of a noun phrase depend on the fimetional type of the NP and the Binding conditions for that type. Governmentbinding distinguishes three types of overt NP, shown in (1).
I Sharp (1985) An anaphor is an expression that has no independent reference mad must take its reference from some other expression in the sentence in which it occurs.
English has reflexive and reciprocal anaphors, such as 'themselves' and "each other" in (2). The NP from which an anaphor or pronominal takes its reference is called its antecedent, since an anaphor must have an antecedent within the sentence in which it is used, we obtain the contrast between (2.a) and (2.b). If there is no appropriate antecedent, the string is ill-formed at the Logical Form level. The antecedent of the anaphor must, furthermore, c-command the anaphor and be found within a certain local domain, notions to be made precise below. Thus, in (2.c), although there is a potential antecedent for the anaphor, namely 'Greeks', it is not within the required local domain. In (2.d), there is a potential antecedent "donkey', but it does not c-command the anaphor. Hence :i~e string is also ill-formed. A pronominal is a pronoun in any of its inflected forms (e.g., as due to agreement and Casemarking), as in (3). Pronominals exhibit a distribution in phrase structure trees nearly complementary to that of anaphors. A pronominal need not pick its reference from some other NP in the sentence, but rather may have independent (deictie) interpretation, as in the first reading of (3.a).
The pronominal may also be read anaphorically, having its reference determined by some other NP in the sentence (3.a-b). In tlfis case, though, the antecedent must either be outside the local domain of the pronominal, or not c-command it. Hence, the assigned coreference in (3.a-b) is possible, while that in (3.c) is not. Within a local domain, where an anaphor must have an antecedent, a pronominal cannot. The most difficult area of the Binding theory is the tbrmulation of the notion local domain referred to above. This notion is defined such that it is identical for anaphors and pronouns.
We note in advance, however, that while the notion is nearly identical for both, it should not be defined the same, as sentences (5.a-b) show (Chomsky, 1986) . In this paper we shall not be concerned with the solution of this still open problem. Chomsky's axiomatic statement of the Binding theory is as tollows. Chomsky (1981) assumes a Free Indexing rule which appfies at LF and assigns (randomly) a referential index to every NP in tim input structure. Two NPs are said to be coreferential if they bear the same referential index. The indexhlg rule massively overgenerates logical forms, and indiscriminately assigns unwarranted coreference relations.
The annotated structttres produced by the rule are subject to a number of well-formedness conditions, which are constraints on the assigned coreference relations.
The most elementary condition is the agreement conditkm (6). The main component of the theory is given by the Binding axioms (7), where tim notions of binding and local domain are as in (8) and (9), respectively. Notice that the definition (9) of local domain does not distinguish between anaphors and pronominals, and thus is problematic, as the examples (5) indicate. We assume this definition, though, for the development below. The notion of c-command used in (8) A. An anapkor must be bound within its local domain.
B.
A pronomb,al must be free within its local domain.
C. A referential expression must be free in every domain. It is a straightforward task to verify that the Binding axioms in (7) explain the grammaticality judgements and interpretation possibilities of the examples presented thus far, except those in (5). The theory is explanatorily adequate, in the sense that it applies to a wide range of natural languages.
Procedt~ral Binding
The Binding theory just outlined follows the style of most recent work within the Governmentbinding framework. Extremely general rules, such as the Free Indexing rule, are assumed for the generation and annotation of syntactic structure; the bulk of the grammar then consists of wellformedness conditions or axioms that must be satisfied by the generated structures. This approach: due to it:; extreme inefficiency, is problematic as a model of linguistic performance or natural language parsing. It seems more appropriate to view the general rules and axioms that constrain them as Ifigh-level specifications of certain grammatical processes, rather than as models of how the processes are actually carried out.
The refinement of the general rules and axioms associated with them into procedural rules which may be used to derive structure that already satisfies the axioms is not a straightforward task, and has only recently begun to be addressed / Abney and Cole, 1986; Barton, 1984 /. The incorporation of axioms into the rules leads to grammars which are more sensitive to psychological issues/linguistic processing, rather than mere linguistic description. It seems clear that only these new rules may be used in practical natural language parsers. Furthermore, the formulation of procedural mechanisms provides a new way of looking at linguistic phenomena, which may in turn lead to insights for the solution of outstanding problems. I offer the following Binding rule as an illustration.
The Binding rule is defined by means of attribution rules associated with productions in the base. It applies at S-Structure and assigns to each NP node in the structure a referential index, in such way that the Binding axioms are satisfied by the assignment. The generate-and-test method implicit in Chomsky's account is avoided.
In those S-Structures for which there is no possible correct assignment, tile rule blocks, and the structures are marked ill-formed, due to some violation of the 13inding theory. The rule applies after the timetional type of every NP has been determined, according to lexical features of the head nominal and principles of the Government and Case theories. Functional classification of an NP consists of determining the values of its attributes anapkoric and pronominal /van Riemsdijk and Williams, 1986/.
The first approximation to the rule is limited to cases of backward reference only; assignment of forward eoreference, as in (IlL will not be covered by the rule. Also, we ignore cases where referential expresskms may be used anaphorically, as in (4.c-d).
(i I) Men who met her i saw how kind Mary i was.
The formulation of the rule relies crucially on the following hypothesis: For every NP node in an S-Structure, it is possible to define two sets of nominal expressions AAS and PAS, which contain, respectively, potential anaphoric and pronominal antecedents. Given a mechanism to compute the two sets noted, an antecedent for the current node may be selected from the appropriate set, according to the current node's functional type, as in (12). Attribution rule (12) 
Binding attributes and their types
Assume integer-valued attributes node and Re/Index. The attribute node is associated with every node in an S-Structure tree, enumerating them in preorder. Thus the node number of an NP may be used to identify the NP. Reflndex represents the referential index of the NP with which it is associated. This attribute is synthesized by rule (12) and its value is equal to the referential index of the first NP with which the current NP corefers (assuming a preorder enumeration of tree nodes).
When NP.RefIndex = NP.node, for some NP, we say the NP has independent reference.
The attribute AAS contains, for a given NP, the sequence of c-commanding NPs found within the local domain of the current node. Thus, any NP in this set is a potential antecedent for the current node, if that node is anaphoric. i~+vo!vcd, iJw.rc will bc (n/k)n/k caudidatc i,i" ,:;:;iBnmuuts tr~ be. checked again.<;t the Bimlhig axioms (7). Assuming that thu 13indhlg axion!a ~,Jay t)< chcck,.:d hL constant time, thc, rt nnim! tiiuc iLr the ;ligorithm is exponentially related to i}lc Icugt.Jt '" '~ ,:~I um input ,~tring.
I~or the procedural Binding rule iommlatcd hero, iilc tiinc needed to coinpui:c the synth0<'dzcd AA/7 and I>,4S aitributcs at each node ]?om the attrihules at that node on which AdS a,d t'AS direct(y depel~d may bc assumcd to be constant; the operations inwflved are assignment, push, and pop ouly. Asamling f'urthel ~ tlmt the number o[ empty catc+>~orics hlsc'rted between tcmdnal clement.<; is proportional to the k;rigth of t|lc hiput string, the mmcib~:r of nodes iri the dc, rivation trees generated is proportional to ttl~: input length. Since (:lie AAS and PAS attribuk'.s arc computed at me, st once ai each node, iu the tree, the l~roce, ssing time for the. nc.w Binding rule i.<~ linear -+ a siguificant improveHicut over qm abstract specification (6)-(10).
2onclusions
n this paper an attribute-grammar specification of Binding rule for the identification of pronoun and naphor referents has been proposed. The rule ~rovides a correct account of backward reference of qPs, and also of forward reference due to movenent, without recourse to reconstruction. The rule ~resents a model of Binding in which sets of potenial anaphoric and pronominal antecedents are ncrementally defined at each node in a tree. ;torage use may be optimized by use of global '.torage cells, as described by /Sonnenschein, 1985/. n more general terms, tiffs rule presents a trend :omplementary to that of recent linguistic theory. Fhe rule formulation indicates how conditions on 'eprescntations may be incorporated into the rules s, hich generate the representations in the first place. I'his leads to grammars more geared to linguistic ~rocessing, and to which a higher degree of "psy-:hological reality" may be ascribed. The rule is a ikely candidate for incorporation in natural language parsers.
